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WHAT IS CAREER DEVELOPMENT?

Career development helps 

people throughout their lives to 

plan and to make decisions 

about education, training and 

career choices.  It also provides 

the right skills to do this. 



What can happen if you 

don’t practise career 

development?



I need to 

know who

I am

WHO BENEFITS FROM 

CAREER 

DEVELOPMENT?



•BENEFITS? 
*learn more about skills 

•Know more about work opportunities 

•be more motivated to stay at school and be less likely to become 

a drop-out 

•BE more able to set goals & plan for your success

•make better informed decisions 

•have increased confidence 

* have a smoother transition to employment or further education 

*experience greater job satisfaction.

INDIVIDUALS
I need to

understand my

choices



HOW DOES THE NATION BENEFIT? 
*The Government is responsible for economic management , 

the labour market, and the role of human capital  

National productivity can be increased through greater

labour market participation 

Cost-saving on unemployment and other social security

benefits to unemployed, drop-outs and the disadvantaged

Government-industry partnerships can lead to the correct

spending on education  & training – leading to the correct matching of 

skills, qualifications to job opportunities – HEART/NTA example

Reduction in crime

THE NATION How is this 

good for the 

country?



What does our 

country want 

to 

achieve?

In the same way that you make plans, our country, Jamaica, has to make 
plans - how to use its resources, how to cater to the needs of its popluation.  
In the same way that you want to grow, develop and make progress, so does 

these plans.



1. DEVELOPMENT 

PLAN 
sets out what it wants to 

achieve by the year 2030 in 

order to make life good, 

successful and prosperous



Empowerment to achieve full 

potential through….

GOALS IN A NUTSHELL



…education, training 

& authentic cultural 

development



........career 

well-being



…….that all persons should live in a safe,

secure, cohesive and healthy society



……..and that the country’s economy prospers through 

business, industry, ICT, agriculture, manufacturing, 

mining, construction, creativity, sports,  tourism and 
more



How can we help?



Animated Frame



Who Am I?







CARIBBEAN IMPERATIVES

Ensure that every child will have the best learning environment

Every student will leave school with 5 CXC subjects, a skills, will be well-rounded and 

exposed to the arts, sports, history and culture. teachers will be trained to world-class 

standards

Modern technology will be used to provide training and certification in skills which 

prepare workers qualified to work anywhere in the world.

Create a structure in which its population can 

grow, develop and prosper



How Career Guidance can Change Your Life



SUCCESS OR FAILURE?

We can each choose to be a 

part of success or failure for 

ourselves as individuals and 

also for our nation
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ANY 
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